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Kichler Landscape Lighting Design Guide
Step 1

Understand the basic lighting techniques

This guide has been created to help the contractor understand the basics of landscape lighting, we 
want you to get the most benefit from your investment. This guide will explain the value of using the 

demo bucket to help create amazing lighting designs in your space. Your Dealer should be able to 
supply a DEMO bucket, however beautiful lighting can be created without out one. 

The Demo bucket comes complete with 4 accent 
lights, a transformer and cable as well as wire nuts 
to connect the lights. With these 4 lights you will 
be able to mimic the basic lighting techniques that 
professionals use the world over. The reason we 
are supplying only 4 accent lights is that they are 
the most commonly used fixtures by professionals. 
Additionally, by holding the accent light upside down 
18” off the ground you can create the effect of a 
path light for demonstration purposes.

In this guide there is 
a material list area to 
organize your project as 
well as a grid for laying out 
the design if you require. 
Use the lighting techniques 
discussed in the guide to 
try different light ideas 
with the demo bucket. This 
will assist you in creating 
your product list.  



LIGHTING TECHNIQUES

Up Lighting is one of the more common styles of light seen today. Why? Because it is simple to 
install and it is effective in showcasing your clients landscape.

Recommended Part#
16153 - 16155
16016 - 16019

PATH LIGHTING
Path Lighting is technique that can be often overused. 
Wherever possible an alternative lighting method 
might be better.  A path light will normally only 
illuminate a small area on the ground. Whereas an 
accent light, which can cost less, can light a 40’ tree.

The natural inclination is that a path light is needed 
to light a path. However, if another feature such as 
a tree, house, fence or anything decorative can be lit 
there is often enough reflective light to not require 
the path light. Additionally, path lights require more 
service as they get damaged more easily. 

There is not a correct amount of path light; less is 
better than more.

Light source should not be visible.

There is no correct distance between path lights in 
a residential application less is always better than 
more.

UP LIGHTING

Use 35° beam fixtures.

Have the fixture 12”-18” away from the base of 
the object being lit.

There should be as few hot spots, (bright areas), 
on the object as possible.

The source of the light should not be visible. 
Fixtures have shrouds so you cannot see the 
source of the light unless you look directly at it.



SHADOWING

SILHOUETTING

Shadowing is where you add the drama. Where there is something of height behind the object or it 
can add height to a smaller object by having the shadow larger than the object. Both are amazing 
effects and you can be very creative. 

Silhouetting is where you start to show you are a pro! The Silhouette lines are sharp and crisp 
shadow lines in contrast to the Shadowing effect which has soft lines. It works well with sharp 
shapes like open fences, ornamental trees, privacy screens, lattices and many others.

Low wattage fixtures.

Use 35° or 60° beams.

Fixture can be aimed at object to be silhouetted 
or on to something behind it.

Recommended Part#
16156, 16157, 16017,
16070, 15861

Recommended Part#
16156, 16157, 16017, 16070, 
15861

Use 60° beam for this effect.

Use a lower wattage fixture for softness.

Use when the object has interesting shapes.



GRAZING
Grazing Now you are showing your talent! It creates  
dramatic effects on textures. It is often used on 
buildings and other rough surfaces. By having the 
light close to the surface and aimed across it, you 
will have light spots and shadows creating the look 
of a rougher surface. This can transform the lit area 
into a completely different looking surface.

Recommended Part#
16150, 16151, 16153, 16154, 
16015, 16016, 16018, 16019

Lower wattage is mainly used.

Beams are 10° or 35°.

Fixtures used are Hardscape, Deck, Accent, and 
Down Lights. All can be used to create the grazing 
effect.

SPOT LIGHTING
Spot Lighting Is getting attention! Intentional 
focusing of ones’ attention to a specific feature. 
Often you will use a brighter light. It can be 
used to direct flow of vision and or attention. 
Using a spotlight on an entry door is a great 
example as it showcases your clients entry and 
creates dramatic curb appeal.

Medium to higher wattage fixtures used.

10° - 35° beams used.

Recommended Part#
16150, 16153, 16156, 16015, 
16018



DECKS
Decks A growing trend in outdoor living. Placing 
fixtures around the deck can create a warm inviting 
space, however, fixtures should be placed carefully.
DO NOT USE fixtures which shine in your eyes. Fixtures 
should be placed to cast a soft light on the deck area 
for maximum effect. The deck lighting should not 
take the focus away from the landscape lighting. Less 
fixtures are better in deck lighting.

Recommended Part#
15491, 15492, 15066, 
16765, 15764,15763

Recommended Part#
15745, 15764, 16111, 15066,
15765, 15780

Stairs This is a must in every landscape lighting plan. 
Stairs are an area where adding lights can improve 
safety as well as increase beauty. Light from the sides 
versus putting light on the stair rise. Try not to have 
lights which will shine in your eyes. Place fixtures on the 
railings versus the stairs as it will allow less fixtures to 
cover a larger area. 

Low wattage fixtures.

Fixtures should be mounted so light source 
cannot be seen when sitting in chairs 

15066 is a great fixture for use on aluminium 
railings and posts

STAIRS



Recommended Part#
15500, 15501

Hanging Lights: Outdoor sitting 
areas which are under structures 
are perfect areas to add hanging 
fixtures or outdoor chandeliers, also 
fans of all varieties are on trend.

SPECIALTY

Step 2: Try It
Use the Demo Bucket and try some of the design techniques

Now it’s time to get creative! Simply place the lights around 
your space and lay the main wire on the ground.
Use the wire nuts to connect the lights to the main wire. The 
main wire is then connected to the transformer. Once connected 
you can plug in the transformer and turn the power button on. 
If you connected everything correctly the lights will come on. 
Now wait till dark and see how you did. It is common to have to 
adjust (aim) the lights once installed. The demo bucket comes 
with 4 of the same accent lights as those lights can be used to 
produce different effects. To create a path light effect hold the 
accent light upside down off the ground about 18”. To create 
a hardscape light effect while holding an accent light, block 
some of the light with your hand or a piece of cardboard and 
aim it where you would like to see a hardscape light effect. Play 
around and make a list of the different lights you will need to 
create the landscape lighting design of your clients dreams.

WALL WASH
Wall Wash fixtures direct the eye to the texture, 
shapes and or height differences or items in beds 
adding depth and ambiance. 

Low wattage fixtures.

Should be close to objects being lit.

Watch for wash out or lighting to many 
objects.

Recommended Part#
16070, 15861, 15385
15476, 15361

INGROUND
In-ground fixtures deliver light to areas 
where an above ground fixture could be 
a hazard. Such as lawns, walkways and 
paths. 

Recommended Part#
15495, 15507, 15490
15481, 16030-16038



Step 3 Design it 





Things Not To Do
There are a few things that as a professional you need to keep in mind.  Sometimes a customer asks for fixtures or effects 
they have seen at commercial sites, such as a restaurant, hotel or casino. In commercial applications the focus by lighting 
contractors is very different from residential sites. Commercial lighting does not work well in residential landscapes and 
residential lighting does not work well in commercial. Commercial is more focused on safety, security, longevity, durability 
and sometimes newest technology. Cost, softness and beauty are less important however, in residential application beauty, 
softness, longevity and cost are the priority for the best effect. Security and safety are less important in the design, a good 
tip to remember is: in commercial lighting often it can be about the fixture versus residential which is more about the effect. 

Some common errors are:

The use of the same fixture too many times in exactly the same way. Landscape lighting’s best form 
is to mimic moonlighting. Repetition is not natural and therefore it can look odd. Additionally, when 
trying to install fixtures like this it can take longer and the effect many fixtures create is unattractive. 
An example is too many deck lights on a deck. They offer little to no lighting benefit and look strange 
if they are not perfectly spaced along the entire deck. A few well placed lights on a railing and in some 

decorative features would light the entire deck and offer a better effect.

REPETITION

D e s i g n  T i p s

Colour changing fixtures work well in commercial sites because they can set moods. However consumers 
are only enjoying those lights for small periods of time. There is a big difference when having to see them 
everyday for the many years. Additionally colour fixtures have a much higher cost. If your client likes the 

effect make sure they have the ability to have both colour changing and white lights 

COLOUR FIXTURES

Contractors often try to light paths differently than using a path light. Using accent lights to light 
a tree, structure or feature which will give reflective light to a path way is better than a pathlight. 
Pathlights require more service and offer little light for the cost. Sometimes they may be easier to 

install but are not as attractive to the landscape as other methods.  

PATH LIGHTING

Step 4: Order It
Choose the fixtures you need with what you have learned

Tips for ordering: customer service will help you. Make sure you choose the same colour for fixtures, 
as well as the same LED colour output. 2700K is a little warmer than 3000K but both are the 
standard in landscapes as they both mimic candle light or moonlight. To choose between the two 
is more of a personal preference. On a standard landscape lighting project, it is normal that the 
majority of the fixtures will be accent lights as they are so versatile. Your supplier for convenience 
may only stock either 2700K or 3000K. This is not an issue as both are very similar.

10° 

BEAM SPREAD......KEEP THE LIGHT FOCUS WHERE IT IS NEEDED

35° 60° 120° BEAM BEAMBEAMBEAM
Tall thin 
beam of 
light ideal 
for grazing

M e d i u m 
beam used 
as general 
accent

Wide beam 
used flood or 
downlight

Ideal for wash 
or grazing and 
short wide 
objects

Accent fixtures are available in different 
beams,   these beams are used to create 
different effects. When placing a fixture 
close to a feature using a 35° beam, it can 
create a hot spot. Changing the fixture to a 
10° beam could look better.



Accent Lights

up lights
down lights
grazing

Qty
Small 2/3.5/5.5w 10° beam

35° beam
60° beam

Accessories 

tree brackets
mounts
shrouds

Underwater Lights

up lights
down lights
grazing

Qty
Fill

Under water base

Deck Mount

Multi base

Accent Lights

up lights
down lights
grazing

Qty
Large 6w/8w/9w 10° beam

35° beam
60° beam

Accessories 

tree brackets
mounts
shrouds

Path Lights

walk ways
spread lights

Qty
Fill

Part Number

HardScape Lights

walls
decks

Qty
Fill

Part Number

Deck Lights

decks
wall sconce

Qty
Fill

Part Number

Choose the fixtures you need with what you have learned



In Ground Light

lawn
driveways

Qty
Fill

Part Number

Transformer

60w
100w
200w
300w

Qty
Fill

Part Number

Wire

12/2
14/2
16/2
18/2

Qty
Fill

Part Number

Voltage Drop is a decrease in the voltage 
created by internal resistance to the flow 
of electricity through the wire.

It is the difference between the voltage 
supplied at the beginning of a wire run (at 
the transformer) and that at the end of 
the wire run.

If the Voltage Drop is too large, you will be 
able to see a decrease in brightness of the 
light fixtures as they get further away from 
the transformer, or the last fixtures may 
not even turn on.

The chart beside is a reference to how 
many watts can be used on a line when 
it is connected to the 15v output in the 
transformer. Correctly calculating voltage 
drop is something that the dealer can help 
you with if you have any questions.

We strongly recommend checking the 
actual voltage at each fixture with a volt 
meter before burying and finalizing your 
project.

We accept no responsibility for the use of 
the information provided.

Wattage

20W
40W
60W
100W
150W
200W
300W

1200’
660’
480’
260’
190’
140’
90’

900’
420’
280’
180’
120’

560’
280’
180’
110’

380’
180’
110’
70’

12/2 G
Distance in Feet

Calculating wire sizing.Based on using 15v tap only and 
Drop to 9v.

14/2 G 16/2 G 18/2 G



Step 5: Install It

Start with setting out all the fixtures to be installed around the yard. Fixtures can be removed 
from packing.

Place the transformer beside the power outlet to be used. Do not mount the transformer yet.

Starting with the furthest fixture from the transformer, lay the wire along in such away that it 
meets as many fixtures as possible. Try to lay the wire along perimeter of yard rather than across 
lawns or through garden beds.

Using a garden spade dig a trench along the 
path the wire takes. The trench should be the 
depth required by local code.

At this point you should begin to connect the 
fixtures to the wire.

Tip

At each place a connection will be made in 
the wire, tie a loop in the wire to allow easy 

install. 

A single wire can connect to the transformer or 
you can have many wires.  Once all the lights 
are installed and the wire is connected to the 
transformer, test the system before burying 
the wires.  
Any fixtures that do not work should be marked 
and the connection should be checked once the 
power is off. 
There are some unique installation methods for 
different fixtures. Your dealer is there to help 
you with any questions you may have.



Try to not have the light 
source visible from where 
it would be most enjoyed. 
Example: when uplighting 
a tree don’t have the 
light source visible from a 
seating area. 

When mounting accent lights 
in trees, there are tree mount 
brackets that should be used. 
Additionally, when running 
the wire from the fixture 
down the tree use special zap 
straps with screw holes and 
use stainless steel screws not 
staples. 

The shroud on the accent 
lights are used to hide 
the light source. They can 
be turned and adjusted 
to hide the source. There 
is also larger and longer 
shrouds which can be used 
if needed.

When installing hardscape lights in brick walls or retaining walls do 
not install with the wire coming directly off the back of fixture. Have 
the wire run along the back of light and then back behind the wall 
to make the connection. Should the fixture ever need to be replaced 
the wall does not have to be altered. There will be enough wire to 
install new a fixture on the bracket. 

Well Lights are used when fixtures could be a tripping hazard or 
when the surface needs to be smooth. Example: uplighting a tree in 
a lawn area. The fixture should be a well light which can be mowed 
over and is not a hazard to walk on. Make sure to dig an area 12” 
below the well light and add drain rock to allow for ample drainage 
in spring time. 

Each fixture is supplied with water tight wire connectors. These should be used for all in-ground 
connections, however, when making connections above ground there is smaller water tight connectors 
that can be used. Heat Shrink is good for connections in trees and other areas which might be visible. 
Your dealer can supply you with Heat Shrink. 

ACCENT LIGHTS

HARDSCAPE LIGHTS

WELL LIGHTS

WIRE CONNECTIONS



Good wire strippers are 
a must for landscape 

lighting projects. Used for 
wiring the fixtures

Small Flat Head 
Screwdriver is used to 

connect the wire to the 
transformer. 

Utility Knife is needed for 
opening the packaging. 

Mallet is used to insert 
the fixture stake into the 
ground before mounting 

the fixture. 

Phillips screwdriver is 
used to adjust the angle 

of the accent fixtures 
as well as mount the 

transformers. 

Shovel is required to 
trench the lines for the 

wire.

Make sure the GFI outlet the transformer is plugged into has not tripped.
Double check that the outlet the transformer is plugged into has power.
Manually operate the transformer to see if fixtures will turn on.

Double check your wire connected to the transformer.
Check the first connection point at the first fixture which is not working.

No Power to the lights after everything is turned on?

One Line of fixtures are not working?

Tools

Trouble Shooting

Double check the program and check to make sure the timer you have chosen is set correctly.

Double check that the maximum wattage has not been reached and therefore the breaker is tripping.
Turn the power off and disconnect the wire connected to the transformer. Connect each one at a 
time checking to see if they work or not. When a wire connected trips the breaker, that wire is the 
cause of the issue. Check all the connections on that wire. An error was made and a short created. 
If no short can be found on that wire, then start at the first fixture on that line and check it. Move 
to the next fixture until the fixture that is causing the problem is found.

Everything works manually but does not come on at night with the program?

When power is turned on the breaker in the transformer trips?

Inspiration
Want more inspiration? Follow us socially on Instagram and Facebook @Kichlercanada - we would 
love to see your projects, make sure you tag us on your social profiles.

Rewards
Become a Kichler Light Pro and get rewarded for being a lighting professional. To learn more visit 
our website @kichlercanada.ca  Get ready to light up your business!




